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Introduction - Ewan Roberts
When you look back at the year gone
by, there’s an inevitable pull towards
the things that have gone wrong or the
things that made you smile. And
although there have definitely been
those stand out moments, this year
feels more like one of those where you
had a long steady hammer away at the
wall but not a huge amount changed.
The year began with 3 break-ins: that
sick feeling you get when a phone call
comes out of the blue and you have to gird yourself for shattered
doors and the office torn apart. This inevitably led to the installation
of CCTV, changing all the locks (and there are a lot) and the steel
reinforcing of many of the door frames.
We’ve slowly moved away from using space at the back of the
Church; primarily the clothes store and food store, and relocated
those activities to the front of the building. Office 2, has now
become the New Food Store, with the office
function moving up into the old computer
suite.
The Table Tennis Team has also had to
relocate, practicing in All Saints Church and
playing their matches at Edge Hill Youth club on Durning Road.
Storage has become a bigger issue and we’ve had to restrict
ourselves to taking clothes rather than our usual eclectic mix; for
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an organisation that likes to say ‘yes’, this has been hard.
So it feels as if we’ve slowly been consolidating and shrinking
which makes some of the statistics all the more incredible. The
kitchen has produced over 50,000 plates of food in the past 12
months. There have still been 28,000 pairs of feet through the
door, despite the slight downturn in numbers towards the end of
the year.
The drive to make our ESOL more structured has led to more
stability in the classes and the development of a curriculum and
to more understanding between the teachers - at the last count
there were 27 teachers,
delivering 20 sessions to 3
different ability groups,
across the week. (Not
forgetting the STAR
conversation classes and
the Maths sessions).
One of the nicer events
taking place in 2017 was the
filming of a short
documentary at the Centre, later shown at the Earle’s Court
Film Festival. This was done through a longstanding friend of
ALM, Caroline Tod, who produces the festival, and brought a
small team to Liverpool at the beginning of the Summer. The
short film centres around our Destitution Manager Jannatul’s
journey through the Asylum process, and deals with some
harrowing issues.
Refugee Week was another highlight visiting Wirral Country
park again and, despite the rain, Joe the Ranger, made us feel
as if there was nowhere else in the world we would rather be.
There’s were
disappointments in
the year too.
People getting
refusals for the
umpteenth time energy sapping
and depressing.
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Many of you will remember Pat Williamson, who sadly passed
away in October after a brief fight with cancer. Pat was one of the
first volunteers at ALM and worked alongside
Anita and latterly Eamonn, and was a good
friend to many people.
There were also many people who left us, mostly
for good reasons so although we miss them, it’s
a less bitter parting. Shirley is now
down with her family in Reading,
Jim and May moved to London,
Fatoumata got status and went to
Milton Keynes to be nearer her
family, taking our boss, Fatima, with her. Sr. Eily
May gave up her flat and has gone to live with a
community up in Lythom. Emma and Amani both
got college places and moved to Salford and
Bradford. Sr. Ruth and Sr. Kathleen have got new lodgings in
Parbold but are still coming into the centre although it’s a much
longer journey.
Footy has been everywhere this year: Everton in the Community,
Liverpool County FA and more recently with the City of Liverpool
FC. Wendy has continued to encourage and cajole people in
equal measure. An innovative project with Chris Allen and the
Alternative Football Club
of (AFC) Liverpool saw
groups of people travel to
the Dolphin’s ground in
Crosby to watch home
games, with more of a
social feel; once again
partly assisted by Merseytravel at times, with tickets.
Football’s loss is Kensington’s gain and Habtom, one of our key
footballers and referees, opened his café, the Qohaito Cafe in
Kensington soon after getting leave to remain. We also had some
great visits to Formby with Peter Payne and Fr Tony. A lot of
what takes place at ALM is a distraction from the difficulties
people face, redirecting thoughts and feelings to something more
pleasant and constructive than the Asylum Process and fantastic
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days to the beach have been a regular feature. The Fundraisers
have had both an eventful and inventive year: concerts, dinners,
fashion shows,
wristbands and
Christmas Cards, all
helping to keep us
going and spread
the word.
We also attended
the NACCOM
conference in the
early autumn, a
good way to keep in
touch with other
organisations
working with the
destitute.
Earlier this year I attended a
meeting organised by the City
Council and their Stronger
Communities Team. During the
session, the new booklet on
setting up community ESOL
courses produced by John
Davis of Together Liverpool,
was highlighted as good
practice. John graciously
pointed out that much of the
content had come from SAS
and ALM. However the key to
this is that it took all the organisations to produce the
booklet :without all of us, this would not have taken place, which
is the point I want to make. We are stronger and more effective
when we work together.
Ewan Roberts
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Tales of the Unexpected
Sharing an experience or visiting a place that is important in your
life can have a tremendous effect on others. Ian downing said it
was such a pleasure when people enjoyed the bike runs and visits
in Wirral, in the same way he did. Pete Tregilgas often talks about
sharing a meal with 2 people he had helped who were saying
thank you by opening their home and their lives to him.
This sense of sharing, enjoying and opening up is something
which runs through ALM and is the reason many of the volunteers
remain at the centre. Special thanks to LCVS this year, who
helped us upgrade the classrooms with new projectors, PCs, and
to develop the ESOL Curriculum and assessment tools.
Sunshine on Hope Street In June, I enjoyed a wonderful
stroll along Hope Street with some students from my ESOL class,
a chance to get out, chat and relax…all in English of course. No
Sudanese . No Farsi, Arabic or Tigrinia allowed!
We wandered down the hill from St Anne’s, enjoying the sunshine
and mingling with the other young students of Liverpool
University, in Abercrombie Square. In the Catholic Cathedral, I
enjoyed showing them the small altar where I was married, many,
many years ago. There were so many questions about my dress,
the customs, the celebration and equally so much they wanted to
tell me about such occasions
in their countries.
Across the road, we were
warmly welcomed in the
Everyman Theatre, who
opened the door, so we
could look at the stage. At
The Philharmonic Hall, we
stood at the door of the
auditorium, whilst the
orchestra practised. This
prompted a lively discussion about which country produced the
best music and a promise to take it in turns to bring their favourite
songs, symphonies, and sounds to class the following week. We
took a rest, sitting on the suitcase sculptures beside LIPA, talking
about the Beatles, the people who had left Liverpool and indeed
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those who had just arrived. The highlight was The Anglican
Cathedral. Although many of my class live almost next door, no one
thought they would be allowed inside such a building. Again, there
were musicians preparing for a function that night; the lofty
grandeur, the light and the voices silenced us all.
Then, we climbed to the top and looked over the city. Finally, after
many weeks of looking at maps, practising directions and trying to
get our bearings, the students could point out where they lived,
where Goodison was (not the other place), the Albert Dock, the
Wirral, Wales . We all waved to friends in Asylum Link, up the hill, in
the distance.
Finally, we all took a seat in the sunshine, outside The Quarter and
each person individually, in their finest English, ordered their tea
and cake. Racheed turned to me. “This is what normal people do,
isn’t it.”
I fought back the tears.
Bridie Sharkey, Teacher

The Shock of the New
The cold and frequently unpredictable winter weather of our British
Climate, is often a shock to asylum seekers from warmer countries.
In our ESOL classes with language topics on clothes we use
pictures in Powerpoint presentations to promote language and
practise questions such as ‘Excuse me, I am
looking for a warm coat. Can you help me
please?’, role play asking for a changing room, or
trying bigger or smaller sizes.
We warn them that a coat in Liverpool One is nice
to look at, but can easily cost £100-200, but show
pictures of local charity shops where you can get
a good quality coat for £5-7 and in the clothes shop in Asylum Link,
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for even less. A budget of only £5 a day for everything doesn’t go
far.
I was excitedly interrupted in a recent class.
"What is that white stuff?" Some of the students pointed out of the
window at the snow falling from the sky. "How do you spell it?"
I had visions of excited texts sent round the world later on that
day, with of course, the correct spelling of s-n-o-w, as these
refugees, just arrived in Liverpool, try to explain their daily
experiences, to their distant families.
John Bruce., Teacher
Learning in spite of everything One of my students, a man
from Sudan, was showing real progress with his English. One day
I gave him a lift home as he had a bad foot, and he told me that
usually after class he went down to the Central Library to do some
reading.
He said that he had been reading about Winston
Churchill and Ben Gurion! A few weeks after this he
told me that he had to go to Stoke for a hearing.
When he didn't appear in class the following week, I
was a bit worried because he was always a regular
attender. I sent him a text message and received the following
reply:
Hello my dear teacher ……….. In fact my asylum claim
appeal court has been Indefinitely adjourned . Now I moved
to my new home In Manchester.
Thank you ……… for every minute you stood to teaching me
and every word that you learned. I tried with home office to
let me staying in liverpool but I failed. I hope see you and
other teachers soon. Accept my gratitude Your pupil ….
Imagine my surprise and delight when, ten days later, on
Christmas Eve, I received via whatsapp a video of a group of
Sudanese people singing “We Wish You A Merry Christmas”.
Terry Philips

Teacher.
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Social Work?
Amy Brown - Social Work Student
On my first day, it was explained to me by the
centre manager, Ewan, that I would spend the
first week working in the kitchen, the clothes
shop, the bike shed, the front desk, in English
and Maths classes and the food bank. I would
understand exactly what the organisation had
to offer to Asylum Seekers and Refugees and
in turn, I could share this information with newly
arrived asylum seekers once I began the
casework.
I recall I was horrified at the thought of working in a bike shed. I
had never repaired a bike in my life! And as for the Maths class….
that alone made me feel slightly
queasy. Nonetheless, I
understood the reasons behind
this induction and I feigned
enthusiasm.
Working each day in different areas, in fact, turned out to be a
great experience. The days flew past as I was kept so busy. I
successfully managed to
avoid fixing a bike, by
designating myself the tea
maker. I really enjoyed
chatting to the service users
and staff; despite some not
speaking English, we made
ourselves understood and
quickly established a rapport
nonetheless. I was surprised
and humbled when I realised
that most of the workers are
unpaid volunteers and
asylum seekers that give up their time to help others.
However, I have faced challenges whilst on placement. The most
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difficult is when I must tell an asylum seeker that he or she has
exhausted all appeal rights, and hence will soon lose their
accommodation and payments; aside from placing them on the
food bank and providing them with daily lunch, there is nothing I
can do to prevent them becoming destitute and homeless. This
news is devastating for
each person to hear.
This placement has
shown me the human
consequences, the
suffering, of indifference.
Yet, at Asylum Link, I
see daily acts of
kindness, I see how
crucial it is for asylum
seekers and refugees to
have a place to go where they feel supported, accepted and
understood. I admire, greatly, the staff and service users’
resilience and solidarity, in the face of such adversity. As such,
I believe Asylum Link epitomises social work and all that the
profession stands for.

Social Work in the UK is regulated by the Health and
Care Professions Council.
“Social workers work with individuals and families to
help improve outcomes in their lives. This may be helping
to protect vulnerable people from harm or abuse or
supporting people to live independently. Social workers
support people, act as advocates and direct people to the
services they may require. Social workers often work in
multi-disciplinary teams alongside health and education
professionals.”
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Social Work - Complex Care
Durani is our Complex Needs Coordinator and works with vulnerable
clients who have complex issues. These are problems over and above
the normal problems associated with refusal and homelessness and
people in such circumstances are sometimes referred to as ’Destitute
+.’
The 4 years I have been in post have been challenging largely
because many services were not aware of how to support asylum
seekers with complex needs. Merseyside is one of the initial dispersal
areas for asylum seekers and only place where fresh claims can be
submitted in the UK adding to the difficulties.
As of 16/01/2017, I have assisted 213
clients, 63 more clients than our initial target.
This does not include hundreds of
professionals who contacted Asylum Link
from different parts of the country seeking for
advice on complex cases. The success of
the project rests on the joint efforts made by
the whole team: volunteers assisting as well
as joint work with universities in Merseyside,
providing social work students on placement.
We were able to train professionals, present
at both local and national conferences, teach
at universities and share our knowledge widely with others.
Common cases or work include:
 Women with children destitute as a result of domestic violence or
court order evictions
 Clients with mental health problems evicted from NASS
Accommodation
 Referrals from Hospital discharge teams of failed asylum seekers
with nowhere to go
 Referrals from Home office, Social Services and other Voluntary
Sector Agencies
 Individuals dropped at Asylum Seekers from lorries
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Self-referrals
 Clients destitute as a result of No Recourse to public funds
 Professionals needing advice on complex cases
What we did:
 Applications for support from the Home Office (Section 4 Support
and Section 95)
 Referral of families for support to social services under section 17
 Referral of unaccompanied minors for support under S20 of the
Children’s Act 1989
 Assistance to parents who qualify on the parental route for leave
to remain by linking them with solicitors
 Assistance to clients with leave to remain with no recourse to
public funds to have the NRPF condition removed.
 Challenging Local Authorities and Home Office to support families
and individuals who qualify for support.
 Challenging oppressive practice within local authorities and the
Home Office.
 Training to partner agencies, universities and volunteers at ALM.
There have been many challenges during the period, including the
Immigration Act 2016 being enforced slowly over 2 years:
 Curtailing support for failed asylum-seeking families – the most
affected group will be women and children.
 The Home Office recent change to restrict other professionals
from making applications to remove NRPF – only permissablefor
OISC accredited advisors, affecting the advocacy role of social
workers and other voluntary sector organisations who have more
experience in this area of work.
 More decisions given to mothers with children with No Recourse
to Public Funds.
 More cases of unaccompanied minors coming through the door
and via referrals
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Also seeing other immigration cases – not solely asylum related
but complex due to changes in the immigration rules. Children are
also involved in these cases.
 Seeing more presentation of article 8 (human rights) cases
 More requests for expertise from complex needs caseworker
sought by local authorities and Merseycare.
 Request for advice for agencies outside Liverpool (our normal
area of scope for work).
 Tone of social workers who are now behaving more like
immigration officers than carers.
 Gatekeeping regime from local authorities.
 No legal aid on most cases
 No solicitors representing clients as the ones given legal aid
contracts full at present
 Increase in domestic violence cases – mostly from the Syrian and
Libyan communities, which, we have not experienced before.
 The end of section 4 support, more and more people will be
referred to social services or go underground and face abuse
 NHS charges for failed asylum seekers would affect those in need
of medical treatment whom the Home office can neither give
support, leave to remain or remove from UK
 The pressure of the complex needs caseworker in terms of
workload and the expertise is required not only in Liverpool but
beyond Liverpool from other professionals.
It is unlikely that the situation for refused Asylum Seekers will
improve in the short to medium term. All governments, right or left,
have treated Asylum Seekers badly and we have to constantly
review and develop our response to an ever changing and
increasingly harsh environment.



Durani Rapozo (Complex Needs Coordinator) LOASP Project
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ALM Statistics
“The statistics are depressing but the people give you hope”
David Milliband
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The Refugee Crisis
This Christmas, we received a signed copy of
David Miliband’s new book “Rescue”. His
dedication read:
“Asylum Link Merseyside. Thank you for all
your hard work”.
His book, whilst placing the current situation in a
clear, factual and data-driven perspective, is
also a heartfelt plea to appreciate that the arrival
of asylum seekers and refugees is only a beginning; working
towards integration, inclusion and unity is the goal. We must all play
our part.
The Numbers. (October 2017)
 There are 65 million displaced people.
 25 million of these people cross borders.
 A half of all displaced people are children. Half of these primary
age children are not in school
 750 million people in the world are officially classed as poor (living
on less than $1.90 a day) in a world that is 50 times as rich as it
was in the 1950s.
 Currently, record numbers of people are fleeing from violence.
They are moving into urban areas and are concentrated in poor
countries. Many of them will be homeless for more than ten years.
Refugees are a growing proportion of the world’s global poor.
 In 2016, 24 million people were displaced as a result of flood,
storms, fires and earthquakes: climate refugees.
 13,000 people died in the Mediterranean, on the way to Europe
2015-17.
 2.5 million applications for asylum were made in Europe in 201516; 722, 000 of these were in Germany.
“If you look at the statistics you get depressed; if you look at the
people you find hope.”
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The Plea
If we were refugees starting our lives again, from nothing, of
course we would want the basics, water, sanitation, health care,
but also education, work, dignity, hope, a sense that we are
visible individuals, not just problems to be ignored, avoided, or at
best, solved.
Let Refugees work, let them use their skills, talents, qualifications
to enrich our societies and to find individual dignity and
independence.
Ensure the children are educated : many refugees talk of hope
for their children, as they have given up hope for themselves.
Protect isolated, displaced women who are at such risk of
violence, abuse and exploitation.

Develop a proper Resettlement System and a proper positive and
accountable system to provide for refugees, with humanitarian
budgets going directly to displaced people.
Refugees need a fast, efficient, consistent system for processing
asylum claims, integrating those who qualify and safely and
humanely returning home those who do not. A Europe wide
system of integration and cooperation among member states is
urgently needed.
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Refugees should not be
“accepted” or “assimilated”,
certainly not “tolerated”, but
properly integrated by each
one of us, breaking down
barriers, street by street,
community by community.
It really is time to stop even
asking questions like… Is it
wrong to rescue people
from the sea?, Is it
acceptable to return people
to a lawless Libya?
It’s time to make our
humanity count: make
connections, develop
understanding, offer
support, welcome, act, share local knowledge, help with language,
use networks to find jobs, provide clothes and furniture, be
courageous, find a voice, befriend. Our treatment of people who are
seeking asylum and of people who become refugees is a weather
vane of our character, stability and values.
We CAN rescue the dignity and hopes of others, and in
mitigating the suffering of displaced people, we restore our
own values and our own sense of purpose.
This really is a life- affirming book, offering practical optimism, in the
face of what often seems like an insurmountable crisis. We urge
you to read it and share it with your friends, neighbours and
colleagues. We are pleased that the author noted and appreciated
the work we do at Asylum Link Merseyside.
“Rescue: Refugees and the Political Crisis of Our Time”
(October 2017) ISBN : 978-1-4711-7048-5 By David Miliband,
former UK Foreign Minister, now CEO of International Rescue
Committee.
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The ALM 2017 Year
January - ESOL assessments. 12 Slovinian Students from LJMU visit. Shirley hit
by car - broken shoulder and hip. Beckie, Grace and Anthony
start Social Work Placement. West Kirby Methodists
Fundraiser . Visit to Police
Custody Street (just checking!)
Arlette Johnsons Funeral (The
Home Office phone
later to make sure
she’s dead)
February - First Trip
this year to
Goodison.
40 Students and teachers from St Mary’s Crosby
visiting. Durani Interviewed for Open University
Research. Interview with Capital Radio. Night
Shelter Meeting - slow progress. Wilson in Court. Burgled again: grrrrr!

Charity helping asylum seekers has
centre ransacked during break-in
Asylum Link say burglars stole cash and
caused £1,000 of damage Zavi in Court.

Startup meeting with Liverpool Uni Research on low level psychological
interventions. Interview with Radio City.
March - Beckie starts. Chris Hulme gives us his Big Box for the Costco run (all
food now chilled in transit) STAR Conversation club begins again. Big Kitchen
Team Day Out – Trafford Centre. New Cooker arrives. 1st Concert of the year.
Smoke Free Liverpool Start lunchtime Sessions.
Sheffield City of Sanctuary visiting. HIV Nurses run
testing Session. Peter Payne & the years first visit
to Formby. Women Together
Group Thursday afternoons.
April - Clinical Commissioning
Group Info sessions with Mo
Taher. Refuge Exhibition in St
John’s church
Meols. Wole’s
1st Police
Community
Advisory Group
meeting.
Paxton
Accounts
Training.
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The ALM 2017 Year
Cheerio to Shirley; off to Reading. Focus Group for
Philomene’s Health Hub.

Nathalie starts
placement. Walt and
Wes installing CCTV smile! May F4C Cookery
Classes in big room. Start of
Friday Clothes sales. Liverpool
University fund a bursary for Asylum Seekers. Radio
Merseyside Breakfast Interview with Tony Snell. Amy
starts placement. CCTV up and running. ‘Ella’ and Bridie on Radio Merseyside.
Howard Gayle the footballer visits . 2nd
HIV session. Durani OISC exam.
Caroline Tod visits to discuss filming.
June Ned
Edwards
passes.
Refugee Art
Exhibition at
the Central
Library “Any
Frontier, Any
Hemisphere”
Aleasha’s
Handless
Maiden
Project.
Lawrence
Road School Roadshow. Wole in
Parliament for a Modern Slavery Event.
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The ALM 2017 Year

Eid Celebrations and Refugee Week - Spice Ways -Thank you NAZ

Bike Mechanics renovations well
underway. Trip to Wirral Country Park,
Womens Choir sing at the Council
Refugee Week event. Annie dancing
for Refugee Week.
Abdollah in court
July Moving
Clothes Store
Fatoumata in
Court. Formby
Visits. Cockroach
Eradication in Stamford Street. Filming
‘Jan’ begins. Dave and Anwars Album White
Sands released. Sylla’s hearing cancelled.
Drain clearing – no humans allowed near!
F4C minibus to allotments
Orla, an Asylum Seeker and ESOL
student since 2013, dies of leukemia
leaving 2 young boys.
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The ALM 2017 Year
August TT Team move to All Saints and Durning
Road. Jennifer starts placement. Teachers Meetings –
prep for new term. Habtom’s Café Open ‘Qohaito’ in
Kensington. September Eid mk2.
Referrals from Preston for Durani!
NACCOM conference MRSN–EU
‘Tell your story project in FACT Farzanahs film on Bikes. Pat
makes a last visit. ESOL
classes start again. Chris
Allen starts visits to AFC
Liverpool. Formby no3.
Electrical Inspections –
remedial work identified.
Samman starts ‘job’
assistance in front room.
Emma and Ahmani last day.
Applications for Fee
Waivers and removal of
NRPF criteria increase.

October F4C Creative Cookery
Sessions continue. Lefteris
fundraising
dinner. Stern
Talk in the Conversation Class – it’s for learning, not for
finding a girlfriend. Fire Extinguisher in back room – third
replacement. Charles Wilson and Ruth have their support
re-instated. Fashion Show.
Fatoumata gets
Leave to remain.
2nd Concert. Hope
Foodbank visit.
UK asylum seekers
living in 'squalid,
unsafe slum conditions'. Attend Luciana Berger’s Loneliness
Summit. Gift from the 4th Dimension group in Huyton
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The ALM 2017 Year
Jim Departs for that London. Refugee Children’s panel
visit to start Friday sessions. Pat’s funeral. Start small
bits of work on the 2nd Floor. Abdullah in Court. Jan’s
film premier Earle’s
Court Festival in
London. Turin Visit
for EU Healthnic
Project.
Homesense Young
Achiever of the Year
Sadaldin Habab.
Wirral Ark visit
November. Durani teaching in John Moore’s. Ai Wei
Wei Film ‘Human Flow’ released. Durani ‘Best Needs’
Assessors Training in that London. Sylla’s hearing –
picnic in Stoke! ‘Almost half
the asylum cases dealt with
by the Home Office are
being classified as “nonstraightforward” excluding
them from a six-month
decision target, an official
watchdog has revealed.‘
Wole attends Mike Hogan’s
reflective practice training.
Brain Charity Decorating
Team. Red Cross
LAOSP end of project
conference. Melissa,
Romily, Molly:
Preplacement meetings.
Last seasons visit to
Formby. December NHS
Complex needs
consultation. Inaugural
meeting of the Inclusive
Cities Taskgroup. Christmas Party and eternal raffle. Rest and be thankful.
Thank you to all the volunteers, all the staff, all the trustees, our friends,
our members and our funders, and to all the people who have helped us in
some way this year. We could not do it without you.
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Home

Impossible dream

Warsan Shire, British-Somali poet
You have to understand
that no one puts their children in a boat
unless the water is safer than the land.
No one burns their palms
under trains
beneath carriages,
no one spends days and nights in the
stomach of a truck
feeding on newspaper unless the miles
travelled
mean something more than journey.
No one crawls under fences,
no one wants to be beaten,
pitied
No one chooses refugee camps
or strip searches where your
body is left aching.
Or prison,
because prison is safer
than a city of fire
and one prison guard
in the night
is better than a truckload
of men who look like your father.
No one could take it
No one could stomach it
No one skin would be tough enough.

Behrouz Bouchani (Kurdish
journalist incarcerated on Manus
Island)
Over Manus Island, a black kite
flies.
A few youths, still with energy to
bear the difficulties of this prison
camp, made it.
The black kite flies, a messenger
of freedom for us, the forgotten
prisoners.
It circles higher and higher above
the camp, above the beautiful
coconuts.
Our eyes follow its flight, it
seems to want to tear its rope.
It breaks free, dances towards
the ocean, flies far and again
farther until no one can see it.
The youths stare into the empty
sky after their impossible dream.

We Journey Towards A Home By Mahmoud Darwish
We journey towards a home not of our flesh.
Its chestnut trees are not of our bones.
Its rocks are not like goats in the mountain hymn.
The pebbles' eyes are not lilies.
We journey towards a home that does not halo our heads with a special sun.
Mythical women applaud us. A sea for us, a sea against us.
When water and wheat are not at hand, eat our love and drink our tears...
There are mourning scarves for poets. A row of marble statues will lift our voice.
And an urn to keep the dust of time away from our souls.
Roses for us and against us.
You have your glory, we have ours.
Of our home we see only the unseen: our mystery.
Glory is ours: a throne carried on feet torn by roads that led to every home but our
own!
The soul must recognize itself in its very soul, or die here.
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No Search No Rescue
By Jehan Bseiso To the families and lovers at the bottom of the sea, trying to reach Europe.
I.
How do we overcome war and poverty only to drown in your sea?
II.
Misrata, Libya
Habeebi just take the boat.
In front of you : Bahr.
Behind you : Harb.
And the border, closed.
Your Sea, Mare,Bahr. Our war, our Harb.
III.
Augusta, Italy
Where is the interpreter?
This is my family.
Baba, mama, baby all washed up on the shore. This is 28 shoeless survivors and thousands of bodies.
Bodies Syrian, Bodies Somali, Bodies Afghan, Bodies Ethiopian, Bodies
Eritrean.
Bodies Palestinian.
Your Sea, Mare,Bahr. Our war, our Harb.
IV.
Alexandria, Egypt
Habeebi, just take the boat.
Behind you Aleppo and Asmara, barrel bombs and Kalashnikovs.
In front of you a little bit of hope.
Your Sea, Mare,Bahr. Our war, our Harb.
V.
Maps on our backs.
Long way from home.
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ALM Accounts to June 2017
Income and Expenditure
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ALM Accounts to June 2017
Balance Sheet
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Thank You
Thank you to people who have donated clothes, the Churches, the
Schools and all the goodhearted people who want to see others prosper;
thank you for all the food, both from individuals, from Costco, from the
Foodbanks, from Fareshare and from Tesco, to everyone who wants to
see others with a warm hearty meal or a hot cup of coffee on a cold day;
thank you to the techies, the people who give their time and expertise to
keep our systems running, our data secure and our websites updated;
thankyou to the volunteers - the teachers, the cooks, the sorters and
receptionists, to the mechanics, the artists, the caseworkers, the
researchers, the archivists, the gardeners, the musicians, the helpers,
the cleaners and the shifters and movers, those that provide the
Roadshow and the information accompanying it;
thank you to the staff, to the patient and the impatient, to the cheerful
and the pragmatic; thanks to the trustees, the advisors, the counters, the
worriers, the governors, the thinkers;
thank you to the other organisations that work with us, MRSN, GMIAU,
F4C, The Red Cross, Refugee Action, and the City Council; thankyou to
those who drop in to deliver their services, Healthcare, Advice, even the
dancing;
thank you to all the good local people who support our efforts, to those
who help with the housing and homing of the destitute;
thank you to all the people who fund us, the projects and programmes,
the individual trusts, those that have memberships and standing orders,
those that pop something in an envelope and leave it in the office;
thank you to all the people who take the time to listen, find out more and
act on what they have learned;
thank you to the Refugees and Asylum Seekers, who use this odd place,
for your patience and forbearance when things go wrong, for your
resilience and determination in the most adverse situations and for
sharing those difficult parts of your life.
And thank you to those who have helped in the past but moved on to a
different part of life.

